In every country throughout the world those who most desire justice are those who don’t
have it and who are, by position, incapable of bringing it forth.
NGO’s and Social Enterprises in Asia
After my teaching contract finished I spent several months exploring various towns and villages in Southeast Asia. Mostly
meeting up with, making plans with, and working alongside different NGO’s and social enterprises, I found not only a lack of
this type of work, but a lack of support for non-profit work as well
Nonetheless these countries hold a multitude of potential, kind-heartedness, and aspiration for justice; sadly though, as
one would suspect, the majority of it is unfortunately lying within the lives of the literally forgotten millions.
Recently freed from communism I empathize with this people; able, for the first time, to buy personal belongings it is
understandable that they get carried away with excessive materialism. Yet I see the trap so clearly, as it is one that our nation
itself has endured. The majority of the
rich’ entrepreneurial spirit induces a
slave like bondage to self-rise and
prosperity, the over-abiding mindset
towards helping those in need is thus
“why would you lower your income
and compromise your profits so that
you could help less fortunate
individuals, if you did that you would
have less for yourself.”

Those born without opportunities or hope for any sort of future were not born without skills
or abilities, rather they were born without privileges.
I was surprised to find that just as I have experienced in many nations before, it is the minority, the poor, the disabled, and the
meek who seem to be one of my greatest inspirations; both in the way that they live their lives, but also the impression that
they always seem to leave me with. After meeting such kind people, how could I not be moved to help them? It makes me
wonder, why are they so different in their relation to others? Could it be precisely because of their lack of belongings? The
poor I encountered on this journey were generous not only with their physical belongings, but with a wealth of love as well.

Foresight of the Villagers
I knelt on the dirty cold floor next to a woman no younger than seventy, her son, daughter in law and a few
other brothers and sisters, whom deeply moved with passion, were weeping bitterly as they upheld me to the
father. Thanking him that someone so young would come to their country alone to do things that they themselves
feared doing. After a while the son reached out to grasp me and give me a hug and while doing so he placed a wad
of money in my hand. Another sister did the same thing later on in the night. I had no idea why they did this, or why
they were crying for that matter, but they were REALLY passionate in the way which they approached the father!

In a gesture to be sure that I was sent off well, one of them generously offered to drive me to the airport
the next morning, his ancient and beaten vehicle putted and stammered through the immense traffic until I finally
realized that we were not going to make it to the airport. I ended up missing my flight, and after discussing things
thoroughly with both the booking agency and airline they told me there were no refunds and no alterations, I would
have to buy the ticket from scratch. I was ENRAGED!! When purchasing my new ticket, the attendant looked at me
coldly, with no compassion, and bluntly state the price I was to pay. The price was the exact amount that the
villagers had given me the night before, (like 90 cents short) and that was confirmation that not only was I making
the right step, and going to the right place, but that The Father foresees our problems, works through them, and
has a plan for every situation we face.
These people live off of no more than 300-500 U.S.D a month, but they know that everything that they have
comes from the father. Living on an income that can hardly buy them proper food, cloths, or a place to sleep, they
still seemed to have more than enough to give half of it to me. Their intimacy with the father is worth far more
than these things to them, and as I reflected on them, knelt, crying on that floor I couldn’t help but marvel at the
beautiful result of someone whose heart is one with the fathers.
The buses slept 30 or so people
and would drive all day and all
night to get us out to the
villages.

Healing, revival, and the villagers

In many of the
countries I have
been to, the poor
that I am there to
serve, baffle me with
their joy, kindness,
love, and more often
than not, I find that I
am the one who is
truly on the
receiving end.

Help! 10,000 Pounds of Organic Tea
After his helper quit Liyi was left with the task of sorting and cleaning 10,000 pounds of tea by himself! His
job was to make sure all of the tea was up to international standards. One person could get through roughly 150
pounds in a 13 hour day. The first helper that he hired, couldn’t handle the tedious work and soon quit her position,
he tried hiring more people, without much success he turned to the father for help.. . A couple of days later I
showed up to volunteer with the company. He was so excited, he said i knew the father would send me help.
Working alongside him taught me a lot about patience and about putting your whole heart and effort into your
work, even if the work is rigorous and you’re getting underpaid, just remember we are called to do all things as if
we were doing them unto the father himself.
Each day we grabbed several hundred pounds of tea, sat down on a small stool, hunched our bodies over a
small table and meticulously picked through every leaf to get the rubbish out. Although our job wasn’t that difficult,
those 13 hour days seemed to last forever! I started to reflect on how much we consume and the number of
individuals that would be needed to execute this kind of work. Pictures of kid’s cracking cocoa beans in Ghana
popped in my mind, the villagers plucking off pieces of rice from each plant, the various brick workers enslaved in
india making and carrying our construction materials. This type of demeaning work, I found, cannot be done by
machine; rather it is a burden that humans alone must endure. But the back pains I felt after just one month, the
inescapable boredom, the feeling of worthlessness; had I felt perhaps, a taste of what the approximate 35 million
trafficked human beings feel each day? Global Slavery Index, EnditMovement, Slavery footprint.
Only they didn’t choose to be in their situation, and instead of a 13 it’s more like a 16 or 18 hour day; And unlike
me, they don’t get a lunch break each day, sometimes they may not even get food. For them, when they get off
work, they don’t have a home to go to, or even a bed to sleep in, rather they’re stuck on the factory floors.

Liyi (on right) graduated with a degree in English, and worked successfully as a translator in Beijing making
really good money. But his heart wasn’t content. He gave up practically everything to start work in a place
where he could make a kingdom impact.
A group of 39 college students met, determined to hike the region’s
biggest mountain, we set out only to be cascaded by cold, frost, and
snow, but we didn’t give up. When we made it to the top we stood
shivering, upholding the city that lay far below before the throne of the
almighty.

A cultural tradition of the
baizu minority is to teach
birds to fish. (I literally
watched a duck dive
down and catch a good
2½-3 foot fish )
Unbeknownst to me, they
also like to sing (not the
prettiest sounding song
either) and a tradition
that seems to be widely
held is the, ‘lets make the
foreigner do it!’, attitude.
So I did indeed stand up
on the edge of the boat
and boast a jeeeeeezus
sawng in their native
tongue. They liked it so
much that the surroundin
boats started to swarm
and demand an encore.

For more pictures showing a bit of where I’ve been and what I’ve been up to, please feel free to check out the link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/mmyqvqyqjdh1kxq/AADxP46W-uFpFiMX7j499r6Ca?dl=0
If you want a copy of the video’s of me singing (depending on who you are) just ask and I’ll try my best to get them
forwarded. Many blessings, much love and gratitude for your friendship.
,Mike

